
Save Your Photos Month Starts Tuesday 9/1
There is no challenge that you can't meet... and that includes the current one.

Join us in Save Your Photos Month

Vision to be Organized announces its
participation in Save Your Photos Month 2020,
a public service outreach campaign developed
by The Photo Managers to teach consumers
how to preserve life's irreplaceable photos,
videos, and documents, in case of an
unforeseen accident or disaster.

Throughout the month, Vision to be Organized
in collaboration with The Photo Managers will
present a robust agenda of classes created
and presented by independent professionals
and fellow members of their educational community. Save Your Photos Month is an
annual campaign open to anyone interested in help managing their photos, in any
format.

40 Classes offered

“Modern technology has turned our
phones into cameras, ready to snap
a photo or video at any moment”,
says The Photo Managers Founder
and CEO, Cathi Nelson, “But this
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quick and prolific content creation
can also be a burden, creating more
than we can adequately manage
with the risk of losing precious
memories in the process.”

This year we Save Your Photos
Month will present more than 40
short classes developed by photo
Pros, covering topics such as
“iPhone Photography Tips and
Tricks”, “Cherishing Your Child’s
Memories”, and “Tackle Your
Family History” (***FYI Christie's
Class***). These fun and engaging
classes are a great way to focus on simpler times and happier memories during this
challenging season.

Vision to be Organzied and The Photo Managers invite anyone interested in
learning more about this exciting field and growing area of professional service to
join in online at www.thephotomanagers.com  as well as social media at
@thephotomanagersofficial.

Please follow us here on these social
media platforms for updates.
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